Silver—Gallium Nano-Amalgamated Particles as a Novel, Biocompatible Solution for Antibacterial Coatings
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Bacterial infections account for countless deaths globally. Antibiotics are the primary countermeasure; however, the alarming spread of antibiotic-resistant strains necessitates alternative solutions. Silver and silver compounds have emerged as promising antibacterial agents. However, issues related to cytotoxicity and genotoxicity of silver remain concern. To overcome these challenges, this proposes an easy-to-control and straightforward method to synthesize novel Silver—gallium (Ag—Ga) nano-amalgamated particles. Gallium liquid metal (GaLM) is used to facilitate the galvanic deposition of silver nanocrystals (Ag) on oxide layer. The GaLM not only serves as a carrier for silver through the galvanic replacement process, but also provides a controlled-release mechanism for silver, in this way improving biocompatibility, reducing inflammation, and stimulating bone growth. Notably, Ag—Ga suspensions can be conveniently deposited by spray-coating on a range of devices and material surfaces, effectively eliminating pathogenic bacteria with efficacy comparable to that of silver ions. In vivo studies in rat models affirm the antibacterial capabilities, especially against methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli, when placed on implants such as titanium rods and magnesium discs. Furthermore, Ag—Ga promotes bone matrix formation and collagen growth without eliciting an inflammatory response, indicating a major promise for coatings on a wide variety of biomedical devices and materials.

1. Introduction

Biomedical device-associated infections (BDAsIs) pose a significant global challenge for both patients and healthcare systems.[1] Despite the implementation of stringent disinfection management and aseptic surgical environments, BDAI infection rates remain between 2% and 10% in developed countries.[2] Due to inequalities in healthcare resources and practices, infection rates in developing nations can escalate up to 15%.[3] BDAsIs can lead to severe complications, including disability, mortality, and greatly increased healthcare expenditure. In the United States, there are >100 000 cases of orthopedic fracture and reconstruction devices-related infections, which clearly asserts the magnitude of the issues.[4] A 2017 Australian study found that among 3705 primary hip and knee replacements, the two-year infection rate was 1.7%, with 0.6% occurring within the first four weeks and 1.1% between 4 weeks and 2 years.[5] Moreover, >6% of individuals with orthopedic implant infections necessitate admission to intensive care units.[6] It is therefore imperative to develop novel antibacterial coatings that can effectively eliminate pathogenic bacteria without compromising bone tissue or causing adverse reactions.
The antibacterial properties of silver (Ag) have been well-established and utilized in various medical devices, including wound dressings such as Acticoat (Smith & Nephew), Tegaderm, GranuFoam Silver, and catheters like Bardex Silver, Palindrome, and ARROW CVCs. The growing awareness of antibiotic-resistant bacteria, coupled with the positive outcomes observed with Ag-coated dressings and catheters, has stimulated further research and development efforts to incorporate silver into orthopedic implants. Recent advancements have led to the market introduction of Ag-coated megaprostheses, including METS Silver Agluna System (Stanmore Implants), MUTARS (Implantcast GmbH), and PorAg (Waldemar Link), demonstrating promising results in reducing infection rates.

Traditional antibiotic therapies demonstrate limitations in effectively resolving BDAIs, as relapse after treatment remains a substantial concern. High-risk infections such as those in the case of bone implants are closely linked to patients with compromised immune systems and the formation of biofilms on the implant surface. The latter requires significantly higher doses of antibiotics, up to 1000-fold, for effective treatment. Hence, there is an urgent need for innovative solutions to help reduce device colonization by bacteria and establish long-term protection against infections.

The antibacterial properties of silver (Ag) have been well-established and utilized in various medical devices, including wound dressings such as Acticoat (Smith & Nephew), Tegaderm, GranuFoam Silver, and catheters like Bardex Silver, Palindrome, and ARROW CVCs. The growing challenge of antibiotic-resistant bacteria, coupled with the positive outcomes observed with Ag-coated dressings and catheters, has stimulated further research and development efforts to incorporate silver into orthopedic implants. Recent advancements have led to the market introduction of Ag-coated megaprostheses, including METS Silver Agluna System (Stanmore Implants), MUTARS (Implantcast GmbH), and PorAg (Waldemar Link), demonstrating promising results in reducing infection rates.

The mechanisms underlying the antibacterial properties of silver have been reported in many studies. These include: 1) inducing lysis in bacterial cell membranes due to the electrostatic interactions between the positively charged Ag ions and negatively charged bacterial cell membranes; 2) disrupting the respiratory chain and hindering adenosine triphosphate synthesis, and AgNPs inhibiting the replication processes by binding to bacterial DNA. However, challenges remain in addressing early inflammatory responses and enhancing the integration of silver-coated implants with bone tissue (osteointegration).

Recent findings of bacterial resistance to silver have raised concerns about the long-term effectiveness of Ag-based antimicrobial treatments. There are also reports suggesting that high concentrations of silver can damage mammalian cell membranes as well as cause genotoxic and cytotoxic damage to structures such as the human organ and glioblastoma cells. Another study reported that high concentrations of Ag ions can suppress the immune system.

In particular, it has been observed that repeated exposure to AgNPs can induce resistance in Gram-negative bacteria, such as various strains of Escherichia coli, without involving genetic alterations. This resistance is attributed to phenotypic changes that result in the suppression of flagellum protein synthesis. Interestingly, investigations have shown that strains resistant to AgNPs did not simultaneously develop resistance to Ag ions, suggesting that bacterial cells may respond differently to distinct forms of silver. It is noteworthy that certain bacteria possess specific genes, for example, the sil genes (e.g., silE, silP, and silS), which contribute to resistance against Ag ions by facilitating efflux, sequestration, or reduction of silver. Further research is required to unravel the underlying mechanisms of Ag resistance and provide alternative or complementary strategies to combat this threat.

Gallium liquid metal (GaLM) has emerged as a promising alternative for various medical applications due to its unique properties and associated advantages. Previous studies have...
demonstrated that Ga exhibits moderate antimicrobial activity against a wide range of pathogens, making it a versatile solution for addressing bacterial infections.\textsuperscript{[29]} Importantly, Ga ions possess a distinct mechanism of action that disrupts bacterial iron metabolism, thereby reducing the potential for the development of bacterial resistance. Clinical trials involving gallium nitrate have shown efficacy in treating bacterial infections in human subjects.\textsuperscript{[30]} Notably, Ga nanoparticles can induce anti-inflammatory responses without interfering with the iron homeostasis pathway in immune cells. Also, Ga nanoparticles were demonstrated to possess low cytotoxicity,\textsuperscript{[31]} while gallium nitrate and citrate were found to promote bone growth. \textbf{Scheme 1.}\textsuperscript{[12]}

In this study, we aim to employ gallium liquid metal (GaLM) particles as carriers for silver to achieve a synergistic Silver—gallium (Ag—Ga) nano-amalgamated particles through the galvanic replacement process to achieve enhanced antimicrobial properties and low toxicity. The synthesis process, as shown in Scheme 1, is designed to transform Ag$^{+}$ into Ag nanocrystals through galvanic replacement, with silver nanocrystals robustly adhering to the GaLM particle surfaces. Crucially, GaLM demonstrates an ability to markedly mitigate silver toxicity through forming silver nanocrystals on GaLM oxide surface, while amplifying antimicrobial potency, attenuating inflammation, and bolstering osseointegration. We have applied the Ag—Ga particle suspension as a sprayable solution on various medical materials, including bioabsorbable magnesium alloys and titanium. In vivo evaluations validate robust antibacterial properties, including eliminating pathogens such as methicillin-resistant \textit{S. aureus} and \textit{E. coli}. Furthermore, Ag—Ga particle coatings support bone-mimetic matrix and collagen development without eliciting an inflammatory response.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis and Characterization of Ag—Ga Suspension

Silver—gallium (Ag—Ga) nano-amalgamated particles were synthesized by mixing Ga droplets suspension with AgNO$_3$ and F-127 solutions. First, Ga particle suspension was obtained using probe ultrasonication methods as previously described.\textsuperscript{[13]} A suspension of gallium (Ga) was created by introducing around 57 mg of liquid gallium into 10 mL of Milli-Q (MQ) water. The mixture was then subjected to probe sonication for varying durations ranging from 15 to 25 min. Due to the effects of heat on the formation of crystalline gallium oxyhydroxide (GaOOH) (rod-shape),\textsuperscript{[31]} probe sonication was performed in an ice bath, and then mixed with AgNO$_3$ solution using a vortex mixer before the addition of F-127 (\textbf{Figure 1a}). The structure of the Ga particles, enveloped by an oxide layer, is schematically depicted in \textbf{Figure 1b}. Each Ga particle consists of a liquid Ga core surrounded by native surface oxides.\textsuperscript{[34]} This unique composition gives the Ga particles an adhesive capacity, which can be attributed to the combined effects of the enveloping surface oxides and the malleability of the liquid core.\textsuperscript{[29]} The size of the Ga particles (refer to \textbf{Table 1}; \textbf{Figure S1}, Supporting Information) reveals that as the ultrasonication period extends from 15 to 35 min, the Ga particles tend to be of reduced average sizes and exhibit a more uniform size spread. However, no notable change in size distribution was observed between the 25 to 35 min mark. Therefore, 25-min time point was selected for synthesizing GaLM for the experiments discussed later.

The diagram shown in \textbf{Figure 1c} outlines the proposed strategy for producing Ag—Ga through galvanic replacement. When silver nitrate solution is introduced to a Ga suspension, the Ag—Ga particles form spontaneously through the galvanic replacement process, represented by Equation (1).

$$\text{Ga} (l) + 3 \text{Ag}^+ (aq) \rightarrow 3 \text{Ag} (s) + \text{Ga}^{3+} (aq), \quad E^0 = 1.328 \text{~V}$$

We propose, as depicted in Figure 1c, that when Ga particles interact with an AgNO$_3$ solution, silver nanocrystals emerge and become affixed onto the oxide layer of the GaLM droplets. This event can be better understood by referencing the theory of Mott—Cabrera on standard reduction potentials, detailing the chemical reaction typically present on metal oxides.\textsuperscript{[35]} This concept suggests that metals inherently develop a $\approx 3$ nm thick oxide layer on their exteriors, which forms spontaneously because of electronic transitions.\textsuperscript{[36]} In our case, the reaction progression is likely due to the presence of a thin metal oxide layer and the pronounced difference in standard reduction potentials between the electron donor (GaLM) and the electron acceptor (silver ions).\textsuperscript{[37]} Hence, a reaction that is thermodynamically spontaneous transpires on the GaLM oxide surface, influenced by the standard reduction potential (with Ga$^{3+}$/Ga and Ag$^{+}$/Ag values being $-0.529$ and $0.799$ V against the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE), respectively).\textsuperscript{[38]} The outcome is the formation and attachment of silver nanocrystal to the GaLM oxide surface.

Once the Ag—Ga particles have been generated, a modest quantity of F-127 is introduced to the solution to establish a stabilizing coating around the Ag—Ga particles. F-127 is a nontoxic polymer that has been approved by FDA for biomedical applications.\textsuperscript{[39]} Extensively researched for its applications in cellular and drug delivery, F-127 possesses advanced characteristics like minimal toxicity, temperature-triggered gelation in reverse, the ability to encapsulate drugs, and the capacity to form a gel even at low concentrations.\textsuperscript{[40]} Therefore, we selected F-127 as a safe surfactant to maintain the stability of the Ag—Ga suspension as well as to provide a means whereby the Ga suspension would rapidly precipitate (\textbf{Figure 1d}).\textsuperscript{[13]}

To better visualize the Ag nanocrystals attached to the oxide layer of the Ga particles, the Ag—Ga particles were washed with water to remove excess F-127. Both the Ga and Ag—Ga particles, were subsequently inspected using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The SEM images showed that the Ga only suspension produced mostly smooth and spherical particles (\textbf{Figure 1e}) while Ag—Ga suspension contained rough spherical particles with bound crystal structure (determined to be solid silver) on the surface of the Ga particles (\textbf{Figure 1f}). Interestingly, the interaction between the Ga particles and Ag ions appears to become more pronounced as the concentration of AgNO$_3$ increases. As evidenced in \textbf{Figure 1g}, the Ga particles have undergone substantial depletion, leading to the emergence of pronounced surface indentations, and coupled with an increase in the crystalline particle count. Therefore, the structure of the Ga particles undergoes notable changes with increasing the concentration of silver ions (\textbf{Figure S2}, Supporting Information).

The presence of Ag nanocrystals binding to Ga particles was further investigated using other advanced techniques. Scanning
In the previous research conducted by our team, we explored the crystallization phenomenon occurring through the galvanic replacement process involving gallium and copper (Cu). This process led to the generation of Cu crystals on Ga-coated fabrics when it was immersed in high concentrations of CuSO₄. The noted repercussion of this chemical reaction was a systematic augmentation in the dimensions of Cu crystals, which have been substantiated to exhibit robust and enduring antibacterial characteristics. This present study focuses on the synthesis of Ag nanocrystals in the presence of Ga. In this study, we used 6% Ag in Ga–Ga nano-amalgamated particles for our antimicrobial, biocompatibility, and in vivo evaluation.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was utilized to examine the elemental compositions and chemical states on the synthesized particle surfaces. Figure 2 displays the XPS results for Ga droplets with varying Ag concentrations (0, 1.5, 3, 4, and 6 at.%). In all samples, except for pure Ga droplets, silver was discernible through doublet peaks, specifically Ag 3d₅/₂ and Ag 3d₃/₂, at binding energies of 367.5 and 373.4 eV, respectively. Gallium presence was marked by peaks at binding energies of 118.5 and 114.5 eV, corresponding to Ga 2P₅/₂ and 2P₃/₂, respectively. Importantly, the distinct signals from both silver and gallium elements were minimally affected by the Pluronic surfactant (F-127). This indicates that the polymer layer encasing the Ag–Ga might be thinner than 10 nm, the detection threshold of XPS. Furthermore, the C 1s peak was deconvoluted into three distinct peaks. The dominant binding energy peaks at 286.5 and 285 eV correspond to the C–O and C–C bonds, respectively, and were detected across all samples. These peaks confirm the incorporation of F-127 on the particle surface. The O–C bond peak, found at 533 eV, had the highest intensity under the O 1s peaks. The signal for the O–Ga bond was seen at a binding energy of 531 eV. Collectively, the XPS data suggest that both Ga and Ag–Ga droplets are enveloped by a thin surfactant layer (F-127), which could potentially inhibit further gallium oxidation. The XPS results showed that the Ga and Ag–Ga droplets could be covered by a thin layer of F-127 which might have prevented the further oxidation of gallium.

### 2.2. Antimicrobial Properties of Ag–Ga

The antibacterial activity of the Ag–Ga nano-amalgamated particles was assessed against Staphylococcus aureus and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. These represent two frequently encountered bacteria in BDAl. These bacteria also serve as representatives for Gram-positive and Gram-negative types and their distinct cellular structures. When examined via the disc diffusion method, the Ga particle suspensions exhibited a relatively weak antibacterial activity compared to the silver nanoparticles. However, the Ag–Ga suspensions demonstrated a moderate inhibition zone, indicating a synergistic effect of the two elements. The results suggest that the Ag–Ga nano-amalgamated particles have potential for the development of novel antimicrobial coatings and textiles.
Figure 2. XPS spectra of the chemical composition of Ag–Ga suspension showing the presence of chemical elements in the Ag–Ga synthesis with different silver concentrations.

zone with diameters of 8.56 mm ± 0.40 and 7.23 mm ± 0.25 for *P. aeruginosa* and *S. aureus*, respectively, shown in Figure S4 (Supporting Information). The antibacterial potential was significantly amplified when Ga particles were reacted with AgNO₃ to form Ag–Ga nano-amalgamated particles. The inhibition zones formed by the Ag–Ga particles were 11.2 mm ± 0.25 for *P. aeruginosa* and 10.2 mm ± 0.26 for *S. aureus*. Additionally, as indicated in Figure 3a,b, Ag–Ga particles displayed impressive efficiency in eradicating bacteria upon contact, achieving 99% elimination rates for both *S. aureus* and *P. aeruginosa* at 16 μg Ag and 176 μg Ga cm⁻² concentrations. Notably, the antibacterial ability of Ga particles was substantially augmented, especially toward *S. aureus* when integrated with silver nanocrystals on the metal oxide exterior.

The viability of the pathogen cells on silicon wafers coated with Ag–Ga and Ga was accessed using confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). The results are shown in Figure 3c. For this study, we employed Live/Dead fluorescent staining (with green signifying live cells and red for dead cells) following a 24-h period of interaction with either the control or the nanoparticle coatings. In the case *S. aureus*, only a slight reduction in the intensity of the green fluorescence (corresponding to live bacteria) was observed on the Ga particles coated surface. In comparison, near complete death of *S. aureus* cells was observed on the Ag–Ga
Figure 3. Antibacterial efficacies of Ag–Ga particles. Log reduction of Ag⁺ (denoted as Ag), Ag–Ga, and Ga against a) S. aureus and b) P. aeruginosa after 18 h of incubation. Error bar represents mean ± s.d., n = 3, *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05. CLSM (green: viable cells; and red: dead cells) and SEM images of c) S. aureus and d) P. aeruginosa on the surfaces coated Ga (176 μg cm⁻²), Ag–Ga (16 μg Ag + 176 μg Ga cm⁻²), and Ag (16 μg cm⁻²). Scale bars are 10 μm (CLSM) and 1 μm (SEM). e) The concentrations of Ag⁺ and Ga³⁺ released from coatings of Ag, Ag–Ga, and Ga in TSB media after 24 h incubation at 37 °C. Values represent mean ± s.d., n = 3.
coated surface, accompanied by intense red fluorescence denoting dead bacteria.

On the other hand, the efficiency in eradicating *P. aeruginosa* by both the Ag–Ga and Ga coatings was nearly comparable (as depicted in Figure 3d). This can be attributed to the potent bactericidal effect of Ga against *P. aeruginosa* documented in the scientific literature.[29,47]

The antimicrobial action of Ag–Ga composite nanoparticles was investigated through membrane potential and Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) assays. Figure S6a (Supporting Information) demonstrates that exposure to Ag–Ga-coated surfaces led to membrane potential shifts in both tested pathogenic bacteria, evidenced by green fluorescence in their cells. These alterations can be attributed to the Ag–Ga nanoparticles adhering to the bacterial cell membrane, as depicted in SEM images of Figures 3c,d. Such adherence can disrupt the integrity of membrane, leading to wrinkling, tearing, and the formation of holes. This causes significant changes in bacterial cell morphology and membrane functions, ultimately leading to cell inactivation. Additionally, the antimicrobial properties of Ag–Ga are also due to its ability to generate ROS. These are highly reactive molecules and free radicals formed from molecular oxygen. As shown in Figure S6b, (Supporting Information), intracellular ROS were evident in both bacterial types when exposed to Ag–Ga coated surfaces. Notably, the fluorescent intensity of ROS in *S. aureus* was higher compared to that in *P. aeruginosa*. ROS can cause cellular damage by oxidizing DNA, RNA, carbohydrates, proteins, and lipids, leading to cell death.[48]

SEM imaging provided further support by demonstrating a reduced number of bacteria on both Ag–Ga and Ga-coated surfaces. Notably, the Ag–Ga coating surface revealed pronounced damage to the cell membranes, visibly disrupting the original rod-like morphology of *P. aeruginosa* and the spherical morphology of *S. aureus* (Figure 3c,d). The nanoparticles impact significantly changes the bacterial cell structure, resulting in cell deactivation. This finding aligns well with published studies, which show that bacterial deformation arose due to the adherence between the cell membrane and Ga particles.[49] Additionally, the disruption of bacterial morphology is notably enhanced when silver nanoparticles are present on the surface of the Ga particles. The Ag–Ga combination demonstrates a heightened efficacy against *S. aureus* compared to Ga particles alone.

In the Ag–Ga system, Ga particles function as a reservoir for silver formed through a reaction between the Ga droplets and silver nitrate. This suggests a potential for a moderated release of silver ions into the surrounding environment. Indeed, based on the inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) analysis presented in Figure 3e, the release of silver ions from surfaces coated with Ag–Ga in a tryptic soy broth (TSB) environment >24 h at 37 °C was ~14 times lower than that from surfaces coated with Ag ion. Simultaneously, the release of gallium ions from the Ga and Ag–Ga coated samples was similar, with concentrations ~3000 μM. As a result, given its inherent ability to encapsulate and release silver ions at a controlled rate, the Ag–Ga system is proficient in eradicating bacterial cells and can sustain this advantage for extended durations. Furthermore, the prolonged and calibrated release of silver ions could potentially mitigate the cytotoxic effect associated with high concentrations of silver ions.

To evaluate the surface antibacterial efficacy of the Ag–Ga solution, an area of TSA (tryptic soy agar), pre-coated with the two types of pathogenic bacteria used in this work, was spray-coated with Ag–Ga particles and then incubated for 24 h. It is worth highlighting that the regions treated with the Ag–Ga solution developed prominent antibacterial zones (Figure S7, Supporting Information). Conversely, those areas treated with Ga or AgNPs only do not possess clear antibacterial zones (Figure S7, Supporting Information).

### 2.3. The Intricate Biochemical Alterations Instigated Induced by Ag–Ga and Ga on Bacteria

We conducted the cutting-edge synchrotron macro-attenuated total reflection ATR-FTIR micro-spectroscopy to delve into the intricate biochemical shifts triggered by Ag–Ga and Ga particles in two pathogenic bacteria, that is, the Gram-positive *Staphylococcus aureus* and the Gram-negative *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*. This technique enabled us to identify shifts in the structural molecules of the bacteria. The synchrotron macro-ATR-FTIR analysis process is shown in Figure S8 (Supporting Information). We conducted principal component analysis (PCA) to identify distinct changes in the ATR-FTIR spectra between bacteria treated with Ag–Ga and Ga suspensions, and untreated bacteria, as shown in Figure 4.

For *S. aureus*, biochemical modifications following interactions with Ga and Ag–Ga particles were evident through PC-1 loadings of 89% and 92% of the spectral variation, respectively. These data suggest that there were substantial biochemical shifts. Peaks associated with PC-1, utilized to determine the most distinct wavenumbers and their chemical components between treated and untreated bacteria, emerged from the divergence in PCA loading. The intensity of these loading peaks provides insight into the degree of difference, with heightened intensities reflecting more significant variation. Central peaks are illustrated in Figure 4a,b, while the associated biochemical compounds are detailed in Table S1 (Supporting Information). Figure 4a shows the recorded peak intensities span bands indicative of the lipid zone, amide I, and polysaccharides. This points to changes in chemical structures tied to bacterial membranes and proteins.[50] Changes of particular interest occur in the polysaccharide structures of bacteria, evidenced by the elevated intensity of peaks within this zone. Concurrently, the engagement of Ga particles with *S. aureus* resulted in notable shifts within the lipid and polysaccharide domains, as highlighted by the peak intensities in these sectors (Figure 4b). The potential of Ag–Ga and Ga particles to bring about biochemical structural changes was similarly seen in *P. aeruginosa*, with PC-1 loading values of 98% and 99%, respectively (Figures 4c,d). These shifts are discernible by the occurrence of peaks in regions associated with lipids, proteins, and polysaccharides. Notably, in the lipid area of both samples, two prominent groups of peaks corresponding to modifications in the methylene/methylenic groups (2922 and 2858 cm⁻¹) of the phospholipids of cell membrane were detected.[51] These modifications are likely due to the cell membrane damage caused by the impact of Ga-Ag and Ga particles (SEM images in Figure 3c,d).
Figure 4. Principal component analysis (PCA) of untreated and treated *S. aureus* cells. Comparative PCA score plots (left side) and PCA loading spectra correlations PC-1 (right side) for *S. aureus* treated by Ag—Ga a) and Ga b) with *S. aureus*. The left side displays the comparative PCA score plots, whereas the right features the PCA loading spectra correlations for PC-1, which illustrates a comparison of *P. aeruginosa* when treated with Ag—Ga c) and Ga d) to untreated *P. aeruginosa*. The peaks of interest and their corresponding assignments are summarized in Table S1 (Supporting Information).
Figure 5. Evaluating the cytotoxicity and wound healing ability of the coatings containing Ga, Ag, Ag–Ga. CCK8 assay assessing the viability of HaCaT cells a) incubated in DMEM with Ag/Ag–Ga for 24 h. b) CLSM images of HaCaT cells following 24 h incubation with silicon surfaces coated Ag–Ga, Ag and Ga (Green: Phalloidin; Blue: DAPI). c) Cell migration assay of Ag and Ag–Ga conditioned medium and control medium for 0, 24 and 48 h, demonstrating increased cell motility and proliferation in the case of cells incubated in Ag–Ga conditioned medium and control medium. Mean ± s.d, n = 3, ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.

2.4. Biocompatibility and Cell Migration Assays

To investigate the effects of Ag, Ga, and Ag–Ga suspensions on cell viability, we carried out the cell count kit −8 (CCK8) assay with different densities of suspensions (8, 16, 24, 32 μg cm⁻² of Ag; 88, 176, 264, 353 μg cm⁻² of Ga; Ag–Ga respectively) in HaCaT cells after 24 h of incubation. As shown in Figure 5a, Ag significantly reduced cell growth at all densities of the suspension with a rate of 11%; conversely, Ga slightly reduced cell growth with an acceptable rate (<30%), according to ISO 10993:5:2009 standards. Surprisingly, Ag–Ga successfully reduced cell cytotoxicity of Ag from 11% in the Ag group to 84% in the Ag–Ga group.

Furthermore, confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) was utilized to visualize cells incubated on Ag–Ga, Ag and Ga, and compared to controls (silicon wafers). Cells exposed to Ga and
Ag–Ga exhibited round morphology with bright green fluorescence for cytoskeleton and clear nucleus similar to cells in the control group (Figure 5b), indicating healthy cell growth. The healthy sign of cells growing on Ag–Ga thin layer supported the finding that Ag–Ga suspension is cytocompatibility.

Cell migration is a process of cell movement from one area to another and is commonly used to access the wound healing.[31] In this study, the fibroblast (HFF) cells were cultured until they reached >80% confluence. The cell surfaces were then deliberately scratched using a wound maker (as indicated by black dotted lines in Figure 5c). The remaining surfaces were incubated in growth medium, and cell migration across the scratched area was monitored in real-time using imaging techniques (IncuCyte SX5 live-cell analysis system).

To investigate the potential of the Ag–Ga suspensions to promote cell proliferation and migration, the remaining cell sheets were exposed to Ag–Ga conditioned medium (DMEM with 10% FBS). Microscopy images showed that the cells proliferated and migrated across the scratched area after 24 h, with significant area coverage by 48 h. In comparison, the positive control cells, treated with DMEM and 10% FBS, exhibited rapid cell migration and completely covered the scratched area by 48 h. However, the cells treated with Ag-conditioned medium did not demonstrate any migration. These findings confirm that Ag–Ga suspension is compatible with cell proliferation and migration and has potential in biomedical applications.

2.5. Animal Studies

2.5.1. In Vivo Antibacterial Activity of Ag–Ga Surface-Coating Implants

In recent years, biodegradable magnesium (Mg) metal has been an emerging research topic.[54] The interest in this metal and its alloys stems from the fact that the elastic modulus of Mg is close to that of natural cortical bone.[55] Magnesium alloys are expected to be used as a bone-conductive and biodegradable orthopedic implants and to enter clinical practice.[56] However, Mg and its alloys do not provide protection against infection. In order to verify the applicability of the Ag–Ga particles, we coated them on Mg discs and evaluated their antibacterial activity in vivo (Figure 6a). For this experiment, we spray-coated Ga, Ag ions, and the Ag–Ga nano-amalgam suspension onto Mg discs. Next, the Mg (short for Mg discs), Ga@Mg (Ga coated group), Ag@Mg (Ag coated group), and Ag–Ga@Mg (Ag–Ga coated group) discs were implanted subcutaneously in the lateral skin of the right hindlimb of each Sprague Dawley (SD) rat. After bacterial recovery and concentration dilution, bacteria suspension with concentration \( \approx 10^8 \text{ CFU mL}^{-1} \) in 50 µL PBS of S. aureus or E. coli were injected directly onto the disc surface to establish a subcutaneous bacterial infection (Figure 6b). After 7 days, the rats were sacrificed, the implantation site was isolated and carefully opened to remove the disc. It was observed that some magnesium discs have been absorbed (Figure S10, Supporting Information). The internal surfaces were examined on day 7. As shown in Figure 6c, capsule formation surrounded the cavity where the implant was located. During the macroscopic examination of the bacteria-infected tissues, we observed the presence of obvious local abscesses specifically in the Mg group, and mild infections in the Ga@Mg and Ag@Mg groups, and the Ga@Mg group appeared to be more severe than the Ag@Mg group. Intriguingly, soft granulation tissue appeared after being implanted with Ag–Ga@Mg discs, and there was no abscess, which indicated an anti-inflammatory effect of the Ag–Ga coating (Figure 6c). Meanwhile, the changes in the blood test of the rats were monitored on the 14th day after surgery. A healthy trend of blood markers was measured for all groups, indicating that the inflammatory response was confined to the local area of infection and caused little alteration in the rats’ general health (Figure 6d). To measure the toxicity of the surface coating, H&E staining was carried out on critical organs, including the heart, liver, spleen, lungs, and kidneys after a two-week period. As shown in Figure S11 (Supporting Information), there was no detectable damage to these organs, indicating that the material is histologically safe. In addition, detecting the metal ion content in organisms for 3–12 months is an important method of testing subchronic toxicity. Due to the fact that subcutaneous implantation only lasted for 2 weeks, we did not conduct chronic toxicity testing for 3–12 months, which is also a limitation of this study. We will conduct subchronic toxicity testing in future long-term animal experiments.

In addition, the skin at the implantation site was cut off and used for histopathology. Slices from the soft tissues at the surgical sites after 7 days of bacterial infection were processed by H&E staining, Masson staining, and Giemsa staining to evaluate the inflammatory infiltration, morphological changes, and bacterial residues of collected tissues, respectively. As demonstrated in Figure 6e (subcutaneous S. aureus infection model) and Figure S12 (Supporting Information) (subcutaneous E. coli infection model), significant necrosis, abscesses, and destruction of muscular tissue with infiltration of inflammatory cells, indicative of a typical soft tissue infection, were observed in both the control and Ga coating groups, whereas ameliorated signs of bacterial infection were discovered in the Ag coating group, which was consistent with the findings presented in Figure 6c. On the contrary, the combination of the Ag–Ga coating group significantly improved the outcomes of subcutaneous bacterial infection compared to other groups. In addition, the Immunohistochemical results indicated that the expression of inflammatory markers COX-2, INOS, and macrophage marker CD68 decreased in the Ag–Ga group relative to the other groups (Figure 6f–g).

2.5.2. In Vivo Evaluation in an MRSA-Induced Rat Femoral Osteomyelitis Model

Osteomyelitis is an infection caused by microorganisms and accompanied by an inflammatory process and bone destruction.[97] The use of implants is a major risk factors for the occurrence of osteomyelitis. Because implants significantly elevate the risk of osteomyelitis, prioritizing the prevention and treatment of peri-prosthetic joint infection (PPI) is crucial for managing the condition.[38] The main pathogenic bacteria of osteomyelitis are Staphylococcus aureus and coagulase-negative staphylococci (CoNS) such as Staphylococcus epidermidis and Staphylococcus lugdunensis.[59] In orthopedics, antibiotic resistance remains a challenge during treatment of osteomyelitis. \( \approx 50\% \) of
implant-related infections are caused by *Staphylococcus aureus*, especially MRSA.

The excellent biocompatibility of Ag-Ga coating prompted us to establish a MRSA-induced rat femoral osteomyelitis model in male Sprague Dawley rats using a traditional Titanium rod to assess the antibacterial efficacy and bone regeneration ability of the material in vivo (Figure 7a; Video S1, Supporting Information). After injecting MRSA bacterial suspension into the femoral marrow cavity of rats for 2 weeks, signs of cortical bone destruction, osteolysis, and periosteal reaction were observed in the rats’ femurs, indicating the onset of osteomyelitis (Figure 7b), and the X-ray results of the femurs of different groups of rats are shown...
Figure 7. In vivo anti-infective assessment in an MRSA-induced rat femoral osteomyelitis model. a) Schematic illustration of the MRSA-injected femoral osteomyelitis model. b) Gross investigations of rat femurs at specified times. c) Representative X-ray images. d) Representative images of Micro-CT images. e) Quantitative results of bone mineral density (BMD), bone volume fraction (BV/TV) and trabecular number (Tb.N) in the ROI. Error bar represents mean ± s.d.; n = 3, *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05.
in Figure 7c. X-ray evaluation showed that the Ti group of rats showed obvious signs of osteolysis and periosteal reaction. However, very few signs of osteolysis were observed in the Ag-Ga@Ti group (Figure 7c). Femurs were collected from rats at 14 days postoperatively and examined for osteolysis and tissue regeneration via micro-CT (Figure 7d). Micro-CT results revealed the presence of MRSA-induced cavitation in the femoral structures of the Ti, Ag@Ti, and Ga@Ti groups at 14 days after surgery. However, the Ag-Ga@Ti group exhibited superior bone repair compared to the other groups. Interestingly, the bone mineral density (BMD), the bone volume to total volume (BV/TV), trabecular number ( Tb.N.), and trabecular thickness (Tb.Th) were much higher for the group treated with Ag-Ga@Ti than for the other three groups, while the trabecular separation (Tb.Sp) was the lowest, implying the superior antimicrobial effect and osteogenic properties of Ag-Ga coating (Figure 7e; Figure S13, Supporting Information).

H&E staining was performed to detect the degree of inflammation in the bone tissue surrounding the implants (Figure 8a). After a 2-week treatment period, the Ti and Ga@Ti groups exhibited a significant presence of inflammatory cells, including lymphocytes and neutrophils. In contrast, the Ag@Ti and Ag-Ga@Ti groups showed minimal infiltration of inflammatory cells. These observations were consistent with the results obtained by the Giemsa staining (Figure 8b). Additionally, Masson staining revealed a notable reduction in the inflammatory response and increased collagen deposition in the bone tissues treated with Ag-Ga@Ti (Figure 8c). To further investigate the immune microenvironment of infected bone tissue, we performed immunohistochemical staining of inflammatory markers. Notably, the Ag-Ga@Ti group exhibited the lowest expression levels of iNOS (Figure 8d,e), and COX-2 (Figure 8f,g), which are widely recognized biomarkers of inflammation. This indicates a decrease in the inflammatory response within the Ag-Ga@Ti-treated tissues. By providing these comprehensive findings, we contribute to a better understanding of the anti-inflammatory effects of the Ag-Ga coating. These results highlight the potential of this new material as a promising treatment option for reducing inflammation in infected bone tissue.

To further investigate the ability of the Ag-Ga coating to promote bone regeneration, we conducted immunohistochemical staining of the femur to examine indicators associated with osteogenesis. The results, presented in Figure 8h,k, demonstrated a higher expression of Collagen I and TGF-β1 in the Ag-Ga@Ti group, providing compelling evidence for the excellent osteogenic performance of the Ag-Ga coating. These findings support the notion that the Ag-Ga coating possesses desirable antibacterial and osteogenic properties, particularly in the context of deep tissue infections. Furthermore, the coating showed potential in countering MRSA, thereby reducing bone tissue erosion and facilitating bone tissue regeneration. Notably, its effectiveness in transparent cartilage regeneration was also noteworthy.

2.5.3. In Vivo Promotion of Osteogenic Ability in Rat Critical-Size Calvarial Defect Model

The implantation of a process that is particularly vital for addressing larger bone defects, is vital for the biomaterial to facilitate bone regeneration. In this experiment, a critical-size rat skull defect model was used to assess the effectiveness of Ag-Ga coating-induced bone healing (Figure 9a). Briefly, a skull defect with a diameter of 8 mm was generated in the parietal bone using a drill. The defect was centered around the sagittal sutu-
Figure 8. Histological assay of MRSA-induced rat femoral osteomyelitis model. a–c) Representative photos of H&E staining, Giemsa staining, and Masson staining to evaluate the inflammatory infiltration. Scale bars, 200 μm. d) Representative images of Immunohistochemical staining of iNOS in different indicated groups. Scale bars, 200 μm (low field), 50 μm (high field). e) Statistical analysis for IOD of INOS based on immunostaining results. f,g) Immunohistochemical staining of COX-2. Scale bars, 200 μm (low field), 50 μm (high field). h) COL-1 immunohistochemical staining of the representative implant was performed on different groups. Scale bars, 200 μm (low field), 50 μm (high field). i) Statistical analysis for IOD of COL-1 based on immunostaining result. j,k) Immunohistochemical staining of TGF-β1. Scale bars, 200 μm (low field), 50 μm (high field). Error bar represents mean ± s.d.; n = 3, ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.
mitigates the pronounced toxicity of Ag⁺, resulting in an Ag—Ga amalgam that is biocompatible with human fibroblast and keratinocyte cells. In contrast, these cells displayed a significant decrease in viability when exposed to Ag-only coated surfaces. In vivo studies using a rat model further highlight the antibacterial potency of the Ag—Ga coatings, specifically against methicillin-resistant S. aureus and E. coli, when placed on implants such as titanium rods and magnesium discs. Moreover, the outcomes of the histological analyses conducted on rat models indicated that implants coated with Silver—gallium demonstrated histologically...
to be non-toxic to tissue. Evaluations of the animal internal organs revealed that normal functionality was maintained for two weeks subsequent to the transplantation procedure. Additionally, the Ag–Ga coating was associated with a prominent formation of bone-like matrix and collagen scaffolding without eliciting an inflammatory response. As detailed in this study, the attributes of the Ag–Ga underscore the potential of this new material as a prime candidate for generating antimicrobial and biocompatible coatings, making them suitable for preventing infections with a range of medical materials and devices.

4. Experiment section

Preparation of Ag–Ga Suspension: A solid gallium piece (∼57 mg) was added to 10 mL of water and sonicated for different times from 15 to 35 min in a standard probe sonication (Vibra-Cell, Sonics) with an ice bath to form the Ga particles suspension. Pluronic F-127 (Sigma–Aldrich) was dissolved in water to make 10% solution and silver nitrate (Sigma–Aldrich) was dissolved in water to make solution at concentration of 10 mg mL⁻¹. The different concentrations of Ag–Ga nano- amalgamated particles solution was made up by adding concentrated silver nitrate solution into Ga particles, and then mixing using a vortex mixer before the addition of F-127 (Figure 1a) in the ratio silver atomic percentage of 0, 1.5, 3.0, 4.0, and 6.0% respectively. To prepare thin films for testing, an aliquot of 20, 40, 80, and 160 μL of each sample were pipetted into wells of 96 well-plates and dried at room temperature. These thin films were used for antimicrobial and viability tests.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Characterization: The surface morphology and chemical composition of Ag–Ga suspension were examined using SEM (FEI Inspect F50). The synthesized suspensions were imaged at 3 keV and the images were analyzed using ImageJ software. The chemical composition of Ag–Ga representing in scanning region and underlying of the suspension was examined by EDS spectra. For bacteria cellular imaging, Ag–Ga and Ga suspensions were deposited on silicon wafers. P. aeruginosa and S. aureus cultures (OD = 0.1) were then placed on silicon wafers coated with Ga, Ag, and Ga–Ag, then incubated at 37 °C for 18 h. Bacterial cells were also incubated on the silicon wafer to serve as control. After incubation period, the bacterial cells were fixed with glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer pH 7.4, 4% (ProSciTech, Australia) for 45 min. The cells were then stained with 1 μL of DiO stain from Biotium Corp., Hayward, CA, USA, and left to sit in darkness for 5 min. Subsequently, 2 μL of DAPI were added to the bacterial mixture and allowed to incubate for another 15 min in a dark setting. Finally, fluorescence imagery was acquired using Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM).

Synchrotron ATR-FTIR Operation and Data Analysis: The spatial distribution of chemical functional groups in both untreated and treated bacteria with Ag–Ga, Ga, and Ag was studied using ATR-FTIR mapping. This research took place at the Infrared Micro-spectroscopy beamline of the Australian Synchrotron, utilizing a Bruker Hyperion 3000 FTIR microscope linked to a VERTEX 80v FTIR spectrometer from Bruker Optik GmbH in Ettlingen, Germany. This used a distinct macro ATR-FTIR equipment which included a 250 μm diameter germanium (Ge) ATR crystal (with a refractive index of ncrystal = 4.0) and a 20 × 1R objective (with a numerical aperture of NA = 0.60). Pathogen bacteria was exposed to Ag–Ga, Ga, and Ag for a duration of 3 h at a temperature of 37 °C. After air-drying, F127 samples, these were submerged in 0.5 mL of TSB media maintained at 37 °C for 24 h. After the incubation period finished, the supernatants were collected and filtered to ensure any impurities or granules were removed. This liquid underwent treatment with HNO3 to break down any residual solids and was subsequently diluted to keep the concentration <5%, this is to minimize complications during ICP-MS evaluations. The Varian 720-ES system, America, was employed to measure Ga and Ag ion content in the liquid using ICP-MS. Calibration of this device was done using reference solutions of specified concentrations. The ion content in the original samples was ascertained using a comparison curve derived from these reference solutions.

Bacteria Strains and Culture: The bacterial strains, specifically Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 25923 and Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 15692, were maintained at −80 °C. To initiate the experiments, the acquired bacterial strains were streaked on tryptic soy agar (TSA, Oxoid) plates. A single colony was selected from each plate, suspended in 10 mL of sterilized Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB, Oxoid), and incubated at 37 °C with shaking for 18 h before being used for the experiments.

Antibacterial Studies: The antibacterial activity of Ag–Ga suspension was assessed against S. aureus and P. aeruginosa using CFU counting method. Briefly, 100 μL of bacteria cultures (10⁶ CFU mL⁻¹). S. aureus and P. aeruginosa, were added to 96-well plate containing samples as prepared in Section 2.2 and incubated for 24 h at 37 °C. After incubation period, serial dilution of 1:10, 1:100, and 1:1000 (v/v) were prepared from the overnight cultures and 5 μL of each dilution was spread onto tryptic soy agar (TSA) plates. The plates were incubated for 18 h at 37 °C and the number of colonies was counted. Log reduction was calculated and compared to control samples (untreated bacteria). The experiment was conducted in triplicate.

Well Diffusion Assay: Bacteria cultures (10⁶ CFU mL⁻¹) were spread on TSA plates. Wells (5 mm) were cut into the agar plates with sterilized cork borer and then 50 μL of Ag–Ga suspension was pipetted into the wells. AgNO₃, Ga, and AgNP solutions (50 μL) were also poured into each well for antibacterial property comparison. Incubated plates were then incubated at 37 °C for 24 h for zone inhibition.

Live and Dead Staining: After incubation of bacterial on the silicon wafers coated Ag, Ag–Ga, and Ga, samples were rinsed twice with PBS and then stained with the LIVE/DEAD BacLight™ Viability Kit (containing SYTO9 and propidium iodide, PI) at room temperature for 10 min in the dark. The samples were observed using a ZEISS LSM 880 microscope (Zeiss, Germany). All experiments were performed in triplicate.

Membrane Potential Staining: Following the incubation of bacteria on silicon wafers coated with Ag, Ag–Ga, and Ga, each sample was subjected to two washes with Phosphate-Buffered Saline (PBS). The samples were then stained with 1 μL of 2',7'-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (H₂DCFDA), supplied by Invitrogen, Australia, and left at room temperature for 10 min in a dark setting. Following another wash with PBS, these samples were analyzed using a ZEISS LSM 880 microscope, manufactured by Zeiss, Germany.

Reactive Oxygen Species Staining: Post-incubation of bacteria on silicon wafers that had been coated, the samples underwent two washes with Phosphate-Buffered Saline (PBS). Following this, samples were treated with 1 μM of DiO stain from Biotium Corp., Hayward, CA, USA, and left to sit in darkness for 5 min. Subsequently, 2 μL of DAPI were added to the bacterial mixture and allowed to incubate for another 45 min in a dark environment. Finally, fluorescence imagery was acquired using Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM).

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy Characterization: Surface chemistry was assessed via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), obtaining spectra for Ag 3d, Ga 2d, C 1s, and O 1s. A Thermo Scientific K-alpha XPS spectrometer with an Al Kα X-ray source (1486.7 eV) and a surrounding hemispherical electron analyzer were utilized. Samples of Ga, Ag–Ga, and Ag were set on silicon bases. The acquired XPS data were processed using the CasaXPS software, referencing the C 1s peak at 285 eV for charge.[41] Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) Characterization: A JEOL JEM-2100F transmission electron microscope (TEM) was operated at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV to capture low- and high-resolution TEM images of the samples. The TEM samples were prepared by depositing dilute solutions of Ga and Ag–Ga suspensions onto TEM grids. The TEM images were obtained and analyzed using the Gatan Digital Micrograph software package.

X-Ray Crystallography (XRD): After producing Ga and Ag–Ga droplets, the samples were washed with water, and drop-casted onto glass slides and allowed to dry.[42] XRD patterns were taken with a Bruker D4 diffractometer utilizing Cu Kα radiation (1.5418 Å). The collected data was then processed to create line charts using the Origin 2023 software.

Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS): To evaluate the release of Ga and Ag ions from the Ga-F127, Ag–Ga-F127, and Ag-F127 samples, these were submerged in 0.5 mL of TSB media maintained at 37 °C over 24 h. After the incubation period finished, the supernatants were collected and filtered to ensure any impurities or granules were removed. This liquid underwent treatment with HNO₃, to break down any residual solids and was subsequently diluted to keep the concentration <5%, this is to minimize complications during ICP-MS evaluations. The Varian 720-ES system, America, was employed to measure Ga and Ag ion content in the liquid using ICP-MS. Calibration of this device was done using reference solutions of specified concentrations. The ion content in the original samples was ascertained using a comparison curve derived from these reference solutions.
both the untreated and treated samples were positioned on aluminum
discs, which were then placed on the macro ATR-FTIR instrument’s
sample stage. Using the OPUS 8.0 software from Bruker, spectral parameters
such as a range between 3900 and 950 cm⁻¹ and a resolution of 4 cm⁻¹
was set. This software also allowed to create chemical maps by calculating
the area under specific peaks in the spectral data. For in-depth multiplicate
data analysis, the utilized Cytospec v. 1.4.02 from Cytospec Inc. in Boston,
MA, USA, and the UnscramblerX 11.1 software by CAMO Software AS,
located in Oslo, Norway. The data analysis process will be presented in Text
S1 (Supporting Information).

Mammalian Cell Culture: human epidermal keratinocyte cells (HaCaT,
300493, cell line services, Eppelheim, Germany) and human fibroblast
cells (HFF-1 SCRC-1041, USA) were used in this study. The cells were
stored in liquid nitrogen until reviving using the ATCC standard protocol.
Briefly, 1 mL of frozen cells were thawed in a 37 °C water bath and then
diluted with 5 mL of fresh Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM)
(for adherent cell) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and
1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The mixture
was centrifuged at 200 rcf for 5 min and the pellet was resuspended in fresh
media and incubated in humidified air atmosphere containing 5% CO₂
at 37 °C in either T25 or T75 flasks (Corning, NY). The media was changed
every 2 to 3 days, and the cells were sub-cultured when they reached the
confluence ≈80%. The HaCaT cells were detached from the flask, using
0.25% Trypsin-EDTA (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific) before conducting
any experiments. Cell number and viability were determined using a trypan
granule exclusion test with an automated Countess IIICell Counter (Thermo
Fisher Scientific). Before conducting any experiments, the cells were grown
for at least 1 week after thawing to ensure stability and viability.

Cell Viability Assay: Cell viability was assessed via a cell counting kit-
8 (CCK8) assay (Ab228554, Abcam, Australia). Briefly, 100 μL of cells in
media were added to 96-well plate containing samples as prepared in section
of preparation of Ag—Ga suspension and incubated at 37 °C with 5%
(v/v) CO₂ atmosphere. The untreated wells with cells seeding were used
as positive control for viability. Cells were seeded into the plates with a
density of 1 × 10⁴ cells per well. After 24 h of incubation, 10% of CCK8
solution was added to each well and the cells were incubated for 4 h. The
absorbance were measured at 460 nm using a BioTek Synergy HTX Mul-
timode microplate reader. All assays were studied in triplicate.

Immunofluorescence Staining: Cells were fixed with 4% para-
formaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (Sigma–Aldrich)
for 20 min. Following fixation, cells were rinsed using PBS and then
treated with a 0.1% Triton-X solution in PBS for 3 to 5 min, after which
they were again washed with PBS. Subsequently, the cells were exposed
to a mixture of DAPI and phalloidin (both from Invitrogen, LifeTechnologies)
in PBS and allowed to sit for 30 min at room temperature. Excess dye
was then removed by another PBS wash. Finally, cell imaging was carried
out using an Olympus IX83 fluorescence microscope, with excitation
wavelengths of 365 and 489 nm, respectively.

Cell Migration Assay: The IncuCyte SX5 live-cell analysis system (Sar-
torius) was utilized for the real-time scratch closure experiment. The
human fibroblast (HFF) cells were seeded on 96-well plate containing a
density of 1 × 10⁴ cells per well and incubated at 37 °C with 5% CO₂
for 24 h to allow cell attachment and growth. Scratch was created by consis-
tently scraping the cells in each well using a wound maker. The detached
cells were then removed by washing with PBS solution, and fresh growth
medium (DMEM/F12 + containing 10% FBS, 100 units mL⁻¹ penicillin,
and 100 μg mL⁻¹ streptomycin) was added to the control wells. In the test
wells, 100 μL of growth medium containing 10% of Ag—Ga or Ag suspension
were added. The plates were incubated in the IncuCyte SX5 system for
48 h at 37 °C with 5% CO₂ and 95% humidity. Images were captured after
24 h and 48 h (period until the scratch wound was completely closed).³⁶¹
The width of the scratch was subsequently measured after 0, 24, and 48 h
using ImageJ software.

Animal Experiment: The authors purchased 10-week-old male Sprague
Dawley rats from Beijing Vital River Laboratory Animal Technology Co.,
Ltd. The rats were housed under controlled identical specific pathogen-
free standard environmental conditions (23 ± 2 °C, 12 h light/dark cycle)
with free access to food and allowed to move freely. All animal treatments
and surgical procedures were conducted in accordance with the guidelines
of the Ethics Committee on Animal Experiments of Shandong University
in China (Approval No. 23027). The process of performing tests on rats
and data analysis are detailed in Text S2 (Supporting Information).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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